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nů:|ŵood is a real wood veneer - an evolution in veneer! 

The amazing properties of this veneer open up 
completely new areas of application. Imagine what you 
can do with wood that is flexible as a textile, smooth as 
fabric and soft as leather. 

When you hold nů:|ŵood in your hand, you will be 
surprised by beauty of the material and it’s pleasant 
feel. nů:|ŵood looks very luxurious, is surprisingly light 
and can be bent in all directions. 

nů:|ŵood is made of high-quality veneer that comes 
exclusively from sustainable forestry.

i:zi|ŵood is a real wood veneer - with  extreme flexibility! 

i:zi|ŵood is an extremely flexible real wood veneer which 
is much easier to use than other veneers. During the 
manufacture of i:zi|ŵood the wood fibers are “pre-
fractured”. The result of that process are outstanding 
properties in regards to flexibility and ease of 
application. i:zi|ŵood can be cut with scissors or a craft 
knife and bonded to any dry substrate.

i:zi|ŵood is also available with a pre-finished surface 
and/or a self-adhesive film on the back for ease of 
installation.

kuvıo|ŵood is real wood veneer with fascinating 3D 
woven patterns. Pre-sanded strips of veneer are woven 
and backed with a special fleece material to make 
it highly versatile and easy to work with.

kuvıo|ŵood veneers are highly durable but still flexible 
which makes them ideal for forming and shaping and for 
work done on challenging surfaces. kuvıo|ŵood sheets 
can be processed with ease – just like normal spliced 
veneers. The thickness of kuvıo|ŵood varies between 1 to 
1.2mm, depending on the pattern.

Additional to our three standard patterns we can create 
your very own bespoke designs. 



Exclusive distributor for 

in Australia and New Zealand.

Unit 7
13 Lyell Street
Mittagong NSW 2575
(by appointment)

+61 (0)2 4872 2441
letschat@thatmetalcompany.com.au
www.thatmetalcompany.com.au
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